The development of a special 1s pres ind marker /-j/ for the four forms so 'to be ', do 'to give', vo 'to go', and estó 'to be, stand' between the 13th and the 16th centuries requires reevaluation, continuing the study by Gago-Jover (1997) 
1. An earlier and more limited version of this research was presented at the Hispanic Linguistics Symposium VII (October 2003, Univ. of New Mexico, Albuquerque) and has appeared in Cuadernos de Lingüística 12 (Madrid, Instituto Universitario Ortega y Gasset, Spring 2005; see Wanner 2005b) . Among other differences, this latter shorter version applies only to Castilian and does not consider the questions raised in Section 5 below. I would like to thank the editors of Cuadernos de Lingüística for permission to use the materials contained in that publication. My appreciation goes out to the two anonymous reviewers of Probus for their valuable criticism and suggestions, as well as to Joel Rini whose acute observations on earlier drafts of this paper contributed significantly toward improving the current version. I also thank Steve Fondow for his help with stylistic aspects. Any shortcomings and opinions expressed here remain my sole responsibility.
for philological critique in dealing with historical texts, and to the elucidation of a long-standing problem of Spanish historical morphology.
Setting the context

Four verbs and the marker /j/
The development of a special 1s pres ind marker /j/ for the four forms in (1) between the 13th and the 16th century is a restricted, but well-documented innovation in the Spanish verb system.
(1) 1s pres ind 13th c.: so 'to be' do 'to give' vo 'to go' estó 'to be, stand' 16th c.: soy doy voy estoy
The state-of-the-art account in Lloyd (1987: 355-358) argues for the agglutination of the deictically weak locative pronoun y 'there ' (variably spelled y, hy, hi, i) as the likeliest solution, also accepted as the received opinion by Penny (2002: 191) . In the meantime, new data and considerations have been put forth in Pensado (1988) , Rini (1995 Rini ( -1996 , Gago-Jover (1997) , and Eberenz (2004: 619-620 ) raising questions about this solution and proposing various others options as better corresponding to the available information, from agglutination of yo to paragoge and paradigmatic adjustments. Furthermore, since the appearance of Lloyd (1987) , three digital data bases have become available: ADMYTE (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) in conjunction with the HSMS files (together here designated as A/H), the Corpus del español (CdE) by Davies (2003) , and CORDE, continually updated by the Real Academia Española de la Lengua (s.a.), all of which facilitate access to massive amounts of materials. This study will reanalyze the origin and subsequent deployment of the 1s pres ind marker /j/ utilizing the available data bases. The analysis will build on the insights by GagoJover (1997) and propose an alternative integration of the different facets of this development. For the scholar of Spanish, continued interest in this minor aspect of the history of the central and Western Iberoromance varieties (affecting differently Navarro-Aragonese, Castilian, Leonese, Galician, and Portuguese) stems from its debated origin (there is no evident etymological source for this marker /j/), the multiplicity of tentative explanations, and the still not stabilized chronology and linguistic distribution of the innovation. For the specialist in morphology, the debate provides a test case for morphological constructs standing in middle between the regularity of generalized processes (a coherent class of four monosyllabic 1s pres ind forms is exhaustively changed) and the narrow impact of a local analogy (there are only four similar forms affected by the development). For the historical linguist, the reanalysis of known and newly accumulated data provides valuable insight into the relationship between the philological infrastructure and the ensuing argumentations. A significant contribution stems from the consideration of two parallel regional developments in Leonese vs. Castilian territory with slightly diverging results. The present paper then takes its justification for delving once more into this question from the addition of new and newly analyzed data as well as from its different understanding of analogy as the essential theoretical force for morphological change.
This study will provide arguments that the pseudo-ending /j/ originates from a local analogy between the 1s form in preterit and present of the single verb s(e)er 'to be', i.e., /'so/ /'soj/ due to /'fuj/. 2 The comparison of two largely independent regional developments between a Castilian and a Leonese linguistic variety leads to the reconstruction of the multi-stage diffusion of this new ending /j/, first guided on the lexical level by pragmatic association and then reaching completion on the phonological level in Castilian for the closed subset of the four 1s pres ind verb forms in (1).
Organization
To assess the validity of the prevalent solution of this question, the paper first reviews the existing accounts (Section 2), and then focuses on one of these proposals as the triggering factor, i.e. an analogy on 1s pret /'fuj/, deriving new support from the broader Romance context (Section 3). Extensive utilization of the three available data bases, CORDE, CdE, and A/H, provides crucial new information about chronological phases supporting the primacy of soy and thus the chosen analogical hypothesis for /j/ (Section 4). A reconstruction of the gradual spread of /j/ reveals the existence of two separate analogical chains deriving from the same initial analogy; they correspond to a Castilian-Aragonese vs. a Leonese branch (Section 5). This circumstance, in addition to a decisive lack of pertinent data, argues against the standard solution postulating the agglutination of a locative adverb y /i/ 'there' to the original four verb forms, a solution which, however, fully applies for the special item (h)ay 'there is, there are' from ha+y /a+i/ '3s pres ind 'to have' + 'there'/ (Section 6.1). A competing hypothesis that involves a phonotactic origin for this /j/, triggered by a postposed subject pronoun yo, is best relegated to lower significance in the context of the present data (Section 6.2). Section 7 steps back from the specific case under investigation to consider analogy in a more systematic way (see Skousen 2002 , Anttila 2003 , Wanner 2006 and apply it to the analysis reconstructed so far. There will then remain two problems, first, the fact that vo 1s pres ind of the suppletive verb ir 'to go' did not undergo the proposed analogy early on, in spite of sharing the preterit /'fuj/ with s(e)er 'to be' (Section 8), and second, the role played by homophonous forms in pushing the change forward or holding it back (Section 9). The concluding section 10 draws the various strains together, highlighting the need for accepting multiple factors for a given change when deciphering a situation such as the Iberoromance case. Together with the contingency of the social aspects of language, the interaction of various vectors of change may lead to divergent results in parallel situations, as happened the in medieval Castilian vs. Leonese paths of morphological analogy.
The central problem
Castilian data
The Medieval Castilian (yo) so 1s pres ind 'to be' starts showing a morphological mark /j/ in the later 13th century (2). A similar alternation is later found for vo(y), do(y), esto(y), '1s pres ind' of ir 'to go' (3), dar 'to give' (4), and estar 'to be (in place), stand' (5) respectively. PhiloBiblon (Faulhaber et al. 1999) . For quick reference, only a conventional abbreviation of the title (e.g., Castigos.1), a century for composition and one for copy are given (e.g., "13/15", since the text belongs to the 13th century and the copy was made in the 15th century), adding the exact location according to the foliation of the manuscript. The etymological sources for the original four verb forms in Medieval Castilian (6) are varied, but none can yield final /j/ in Iberoromance.
In Castilian, soy is the first new form, and it belongs to the 13th century (1284 ad quem). In the 14th century the innovation timidly spreads for s(e)er, with a first example for estar encountered (1340-1360). In the 15th century, especially in the last quarter, the /j/ suffix becomes a regular alternant not only for s(e)er and estar, but also ir and dar; the new form soy may even achieve dominance compared to the older so at the beginning of this same century depending on the text. The writings from the early 16th century on only show remnants of the old forms, if any at all, having generalized the /j/ extension rapidly to all four verbs (see also Gago-Jover 1997: 84-86) . Figure 1 gives an impression of the progression over 200 years (1343 to 1542) by looking at the percentage of /j/ forms in five larger Castilian texts. 4 While only soy has any presence at all in the mid 14th century Nebrija seems to be describing a free variation without any specific recommendation for use other than the vague stylistic qualification "for pleasant effect" (por hermosura). 7 Note that Nebrija's description does not make any difference among the four verbs. The next clear documentation of the new conditions are the texts composed since the early 16th century with their strong preference for /j/ becoming exclusive by the middle of the century, e.g., La Celestina in Figure 1 with 80-95 % new forms. The further literary persistence of the few remaining old forms in the 16th century offers some interesting perspectives with regard to their function for characterizing certain linguistic acts: grammatical descriptions, oral use, social class, degrees of expressivity (e.g., in the 1524 comedy Lozana andaluza by Francisco Delicado; see Anipa 2001: 61-81) . 8 The marginality of these late attestations confirms that the major development has already reached its endpoint and will thus not be pursued beyond the beginning 16th century.
Schematically, a single verb, so, starts showing the expanded form soy in the 13th century. By the end of the change, a set of four similar verbs has switched their surface form for 1s pres ind to the new version with /-j/. The class of four verb forms changing from so, do, vo, esto to soy, doy, voy, estoy corresponds to an exhaustive and unique phonological and morphosyntactic delimitation /"C 0 o/ V 1s pres ind , i.e., monosyllabic 1s pres ind forms in /"o/. 9 6. 'The first person singular indicative ends in o in each one of the three conjugations and is based on the present infinitive by changing -ar, -er, - (composed 1481, printed in 1482) , this variability can be appreciated in the following passage (f161v1): quiero que sepas el proposito con que vo a Tordesillas yo voy alli por tres cosas 'you should know the purpose with which I am going to Tordesillas. I am going there for three reasons". 8. I would like to thank Natalya Stolova for providing me with this reference. 9. The monosyllabic status of estoy is not controversial in the context of the obligatory vocalic prosthesis for /sC-/ in Spanish at the phonetic level. The underlying monosyllabicity is confirmed by such older graphic renditions as sto, stoj, stoy; see the Nebrija quote in (7). Even if estoy is counted as two syllables on the surface, the unique identification of this group of four verbs is guaranteed by the stress on the portmanteau ending /"o/ setting off this form in its 1s pres ind function from the typical 3s pret expression.
Previous accounts
The surveys in Lloyd (1987: 355-358) , Rini (1995-96) , Gago-Jover (1997), and Eberenz (2004: 619-620 ) identify a variety of solutions proposed so far for the origin of the accretive ending /j/ in these four verbs. This section essentially follows Lloyd's and Gago-Jover's accounts.
(i) /j/ has been claimed to derive from a paragogical epenthesis with the Spanish neutral vowel -e, i.e., so > soe > soj (e.g., Lausberg 1973.2: §882) . For Pensado (1988) , the extra vowel/syllable is motivated by the markedness of the phonological constitution of these stressed monosyllabic and polymorphemic forms. While paragoge is possible, the question must be raised why similar forms did not follow this path, e.g., da > *dae > *daj 3s pres ind 'to give', fabló > fablóe > *fablój 3s pret 'to speak', etc. and whether the same explanation can be applied to the three parallel verbs vo, do and estó. Pensado (1988) invokes paradigmatic patterns for blocking these additional applications of paragoge. Lloyd (1987: 355) points out that the sequence of attestation firmly places /'soj/ before the rare /'soe/. 10 (ii) The exceptional 1s pres ind formation ey < *ay(o) < habeō 'I have' (early on in Meyer-Lübke 1892 apud Gago-Jover 1997: 75) is questionable as the Castilian source of a 1s ending /j/ for chronological reasons. This form ey had already been abandoned in the earliest Castilian texts (12th century), yet the first attested form in /j/ (soy) belongs to the later 13th century (Müller 1963 , Lloyd 1987 . For non-Castilian areas (mainly Leonese and NavarroAragonese), (h)ey may still be a viable factor through its alternation with a reformed alternant he /e/, 11 yielding a classical proportional pattern /e/ ∼ /ej/, possibly engendering /so/∼/soj/. There is however a general lack of mutual influence between the remarkably exceptional paradigms of both verbs. We will return in Section 5 to the conditions of the Northwest Iberian area (mainly Leonese) representing a partially independent development.
(iii) According to other researchers, the add-on feature /j/ was analogically extended from 1s pret /"fui/ < "fu.ī 'to be' as an exemplary model spreading to the four verbs in Spanish (following Pope 1952: 359-360 /o/ of the targeted form so, and second, in view of the underspecified relevance of the single "fu.ī for the specific group of four verbs so, do, vo, and estó (Lloyd 1987: 356) . In order to transform this hypothesis into the core of the explanation proposed here, these questions must be answered satisfactorily.
(iv) The fourth proposal focuses again on a NW Iberian regional feature as in option (ii). For the area comprising Leonese, Galician, and Portuguese, there exists a diphthongal variation since the 14th century between /ow/ and /oj/ in the results of the Latin clusters /pt/ and /kt/ , with some later extensions of context, e.g., /"kowza/ ∼ /"kojza/ < causa (Williams 1962: 85-86 ). Etymological vou < "uādō analogically affected so > > sou and estó > > estou, do > > dou (from sum, dō, stō ; Williams 1962: 219, 221 ). An alternate form voj, due to the diphthongal varation /ow/ ∼ /oj/, eventually could have yielded sou/soj, as well as dou/doj and estou/estoj in Leonese territory. The /ow/ forms belong to the Western part and Galician/Portuguese, and /oj/ to Eastern Leonese (Gorog 1980) . 12 Such a sequence of events could only provide a legitimate analogical source for the extension of an eventually abstracted morpheme /j/ if the alternation /oj/ ∼ /ow/ predated the analogy and its extension to Leonese, which is, however, not the case (Pensado 1988) . And why should Leonese still affect Castilian verb morphology in these four verb forms in the later 14th and 15th centuries, especially as far as do(y) and vo(y) are concerned (see Figure 1 and Lloyd 1987: 356) ? The Leonese scripta 13 ceased to be used by the end of the 13th century in favor of a significantly Castilianized standard. We will reassess the impact of any dialectal differentiation in Medieval Spanish in Section 6 below.
(v) Two further solutions operate on the syntagmatic level. The first one can be viewed as the received opinion (argued in Lloyd 1987: 357-358 and accepted in Penny 2002: 191) . As the source of the ending /j/, it proposes the agglutination of the frequently enclitic Medieval Spanish locative adverb and weak oblique pronoun (h)y, (h)i /i/ 'there' to the four verbs so, do, vo, estó (Corominas and Pascual 1980.2, s.v. dar, Molho 1969) . Thus, so y could easily yield /soj/, e.g., in expressions of the type so y pagado/a 'I am satisfied', where y would represent 'in/about this' in one of its standard acceptations (see Wanner 2000) . While initially quite plausible, this solution builds on a string type 12. Note that the exchangeability of Pg. /ow/ ∼ /oj/ is very limited and did not reach the four verbs in question, as far as available records are concerned. The proposal thus implies for Leonese an (undocumented) interchange of backness in this diphthong. This weakens the proposal further. 13. I.e. the written practice of a certain region at a given time, less codified and developed than a full-fledged written language and essentially adapted for specific purposes, here notary documentation as a typical entry-level form of writing a previously only spoken (vernacular) language.
so/do/vo/estó + y that is virtually absent from the available texts, to judge from the data contained in the three data bases (CORDE, CdE, and A/H). 14 (vi) Another class of proposals involves the postposed subject pronoun, i.e. so yo (Ford 1911 : 290, Schmidely 1988 The string type [[so yo] X], e.g., so yo pagado of (8a) with proclitic stress reduction on /so + j/, is not significant in the available documentation between the 13th and the 15th centuries when the agglutination would have had to take place (see below, Section 6.2). One might also need to investigate why the full result of agglutination and destressing of yo, i.e., *sóyo, *dóyo, etc. could not simply have continued unchanged outside of the proclitic environment, inspired by existing 1s pres ind oyo 'to hear', cayo ' to fall' (both found in the medieval documentation and still present in local varieties). 15 This would have constituted a full morphological regularization of these short verb forms according to the normal pattern of 1s pres ind endings with a bisyllabic frame and an unstressed ending /o/ (Lloyd 1987: 357) .
Following Rini (1995-96) , a surface-realized stress on yo in the complex string could have led to shifted segmentation around the intervocalic /j/ due to a leftward spread of the palatal pronunciation as observed in modern dialects (originally Ford 1911 , Navarro Tomás 1977 ; see (9).
14. The expression do y is found, with low frequency, in notary documents of the 13th century with the invariable meaning of 'I give to this institution [convent, church, etc.] ', i.e., y designates an institutional recipient (Menéndez Pidal 1919. 77, 89, 124 in documents dated 1225, 1265, and 1227 from Vileña (Brivuesca), Northern Castile, and La Rioja; see Corominas and Pascual 1980.2: s.v. dar) . In terms of the standard uses of y, this type of example is marginal, since the adverb does not extend to a personal dative substitute. These expressions are not found outside of notary documents and may thus correspond to fixed formulae in a compartmentalized language practice and without analogical power over every-day or other written language. 15. If the agglutinated pronoun were stressed, the resulting combination is obviously not an improvement over the exceptionally monosyllabic 1s pres ind verb forms */so"jo/. Final /"o/ is rather typical of 3s pret.
(9) /so # jó/ > [sój.jó] > > /soj # jo/, i.e., /so/ > > /soj/ While it is unclear whether the underlying cause for leftward spreading of palatalization can be independently verified for the medieval language, GagoJover (1997: 84-85 ) finds only a very small incidence of soy yo between the 14th and the 17th centuries compared to a significant representation of yo+so, yo+do. According to the modern conditions for the leftward spreading of /j/ from /so.jó/ to /soj.jó/, the syllable containing /j/ as onglide must have surface stress. This stress on the immediately postverbal subject pronoun cannot simply be assumed as pertinent for the medieval language. At least in declarative clauses, an immediately postverbal subject (in non-final clause position) expresses referential continuation of the preceding subject in medieval as well as in modern Spanish; the pronoun is here neither focus nor (shift) topic, thus inherently low on the dynamic and prosodic scales (see Vallduví 1992 : Ch. 5, 6, Ordóñez 1998 on postverbal subjects). The prosodic and syntactic conditions for fostering the innovative form resulting in /j/ may not have been sufficiently effective.
(vii) Another phonological solution relies on the previous development of the existential hay 'there is, there are' from the postverbal agglutination of y 'there' to (h)a 3s pres ind 'to have', attested since the early 13th century (Molho 1969) . The exceptional phonological constitution of the monosyllabic verb forms is claimed to require an extension. The syntactic solution for ha-y is then tranposed from /'áj/ to the four verbs with a similar marked phonological structure, detached from its original motivation. However, the proposed solution does not remove the problem of the finally stressed syllable of the affected verb forms, and it introduces a unique and new "verbal ending" for 1s pres ind transposing it from a 3s to a 1s context (see Gago-Jover 1997: 77). Pensado's (1988) analysis is a structurally more elaborate variant of this same idea. It appeals to paradigmatic forces that would induce paragoge for the finally-stressed monosyllabic 1s pres ind forms in /-'o/. Such pressure is motivated by the need for breaking the strong, even privileged association with 3s pret for this ending (see again proposal (i) above).
Taking all of these considerations into account, Gago-Jover (1997: 83) extends the text search to a representative sample of literary narrative texts between the 13th and the 16th centuries and concentrates on phonological string constitution. His data support the claim that the origin of /j/ is phonetic, in the sense of our type (vi), including back propagation of the palatal around a stressed vowel as in (9), and providing evidence that the incidence of immediately post-verbal subject pronouns yo was significantly stronger with so and do (84) than with the other two verbs, thus turning so into the leading form of this development as soy, later also engendering doy, voy, and estoy.
There may be variants of the above solution types, but no fundamentally different proposals have been recorded so far. While some of the options are more attractive than others, none of the models (i) to (vii) seems to be sufficient by itself. With the possible exception of proposal (iii), these hypotheses cannot naturally distinguish between the acknowledged chronological precedence of soy compared to doy, voy, estoy and must stipulate this aspect (Lloyd 1987: 357) . Each account needs more specific supporting evidence to represent a viable solution for the changes in their chronology and cohesion.
Romance comparative situation
In light of the alleged precedence of the change so > > soy, a closer look at this verb form is indicated. A comparative Romance perspective reveals that Spanish is not alone in exhibiting some peculiar outcomes for this one item. Lat. sum 1s pres ind act 'to be' developed into three types, more or less special in their phonetic and morphological make-up (Lausberg 1973: § 882) . Full conservation of the final /m/ with a regularly evolved vowel /o/ is found in three languages (10). Italian (10b) adjusts the final syllable structure with an epenthetic vowel (equal to the outcome of 3p pres ind sunt > sono), while Romanian variably adds the analogical ending /t/ from the near homophonous sunt > sînt '3p pres ind' (10a). Rhaeto-Romance (Surselvan and Engadinian) undergoes regular raising of the /o/ in checked syllables before nasal, here neutralized to an alveolar (10c), while Portuguese knew a phonological form with a lowered vowel and nasalization, eventually subject to language-specific vocalic adjustments (10d). The expected loss of final /m/ in a potentially unstressed syllable (auxiliary verb in weak prosodic position before predicate complement) yields the broadly represented second type, including the original Castilian so (11). The dialectal Romanian result of asyllabic s presupposes the loss of the nasal before syllabic contraction and agglutination to a following lexical item (11a). In the last group (12) we are confronted with forms exhibiting a seemingly paragogic vowel /e/ > /j/ in hiatus (12a), akin to proposal (i) of Section 2, while the French result (12b) points to an analogical extension of the 1s pret ending /i∼j/ already mentioned above in proposal (iii) of the preceding section. The Portuguese back diphthong (12c) is an analogical result discussed in (iv) above. (12) is rather unlikely, since there are no other such examples. Rather, individual languages appear to be adding an extended ending, similar to the later consonantal extension /-k/ for Catalan and Occitan in type /so/ > > /sok/ (an analogical result under the influence of preterit formations in /w/ and paradigmatically conditioned velarization of palatal stem consonants in the present). In this grouping, Medieval Spanish makes the transition from a simple type (11) with loss of final /m/ to an innovative pattern (12) with an extended ending /j/. The expanded French form can be appreciated as the analogical result affecting a single item from a closely related paradigmatic position (1s pret to 1s pres ind). 18 The Portuguese development (12c) depends on cross-lexical analogy within the same morphosyntactic function of 1s pres ind. This analogy flows from an etymologically justified item ("uādō > vou) to another one in the set of four verbs eventually sharing with Castilian an innovative monosyllabic portmanteau formation, sou, dou, vou, estou. 16. Sardinian seems to require analogy with do, (i)stó (?) to yield a lowered [o] instead of the expected /u/ given the Sardinian vocalism in which Lat. short /u/ does not lower to Romance /o/. 17. Fouché (1967: 415-417) argues for a different development in which sum, with non-lowered *su, combines early with *ayo to *suyo, following metaphonic raising of /u/ to /y/, hence /"syj/ (later suis), or dialectally sum > *so > *soyo > dialectal soi. This series is purely conjectural; it does not enjoy any advantage compared to the straightforward analogy based on "fuĪ that regularly yielded /"fyj/ (Fouché 1967: 422-423) . The fact that the Medieval French preterit forms exist in two versions, i.e., 1s as phonetically regular /fyj/ and adjusted /fy/ (preferred in the literary texts and continuing into the classical and modern language as fu(s)), complicates the French case only by imposing a rather early analogical influence on /so/, /su/ > > /syj/, without thereby affecting the hypothesis. 18. A second strong influence for the formation of /soj/, /syj/ from /so/, /su/ can be found in the regular development of */"potjo/ > /"puj/ > /"pyj/ > /"p4i/ 1s pres ind 'can', serving as a surface model and sharing the auxiliary/modal status of a functional verb with 'to be'.
The analogical distance between Spanish /so/ and /fuj/ represents a distance of two minimal features: phonologically from /"u/ to /"o/ (in French, from /"y/ to /"u/), and morphosyntactically from preterit to present indicative (as in French). The ending status of /j/ in the Castilian preterit /"fuj/ is clearly given by the constitution of the preterit paradigm of this verb. The 1s and 3s functions essentially exhibit /"fuj/ (later on /"fwi/) with very minor /"fu/ (and insignificant /"foj/ in NW texts) for 1s, and standard /"fue/ (eventually /"fwe/ with secondary adjustment of the hiatus) for 3s. Minor /"fu/ and marginal /"fo/ for 3s belong to Leonese, Aragonese, and some 14th century texts, while /"foj/ again only has an insignificant NW provenience (based on CORDE and A/H searches; see also Lloyd 1987: 307-308) . 19 This constellation produces a synchronic Medieval Castilian analysis of /fu+i/, /fu+Ø/ 1s pret vs. /fu+e/, /fu+Ø/ 3s pret, from which the marked ending /j/ for 1s could easily have been abstracted and extended to another 1s form of the same verb of parallel constitution, i.e., a monosyllabic back vowel stem able to accept a more marked palatal ending /j/. In this sense, the two-step separation between model and target may qualify as a realistic local analogy.
The proposed origin of /j/ in Castilian can only explain one of the four forms affected, i.e., so > > soy, while the other three, do, vo, estó > > doy, voy, estoy must have secondarily been assimilated under analogy to soy (for vo ∼ voy, see Section 8). For the proposed solution of so > > soy due to fui to hold, it will be essential to show that so > > soy indeed exerted a discernible lead role, as the selective data in Figure 1 (see above Section 2.1) and Gago-Jover's (1997) hypothesis already imply. In the next section, a broad corpus-based search covering the early stage of this analogical extension establishes a chronological precedence of soy over the other three forms doy, voy, and estoy. This finding in turn supports the two-stage approach to the formation and diffusion of this 19. A reviewer for Probus (along with various audience members on different occasions of presenting this idea) sees the modern Castilian pronunciations /"fwi/, /"fwe/ as an obstacle to the analogical base advocated here, since it would put the two items in analogical contact at a distance of several steps: /"so/ vs. /"fwi/ essentially lacking any phonological contact. The treatment of the high-high sequence /ui/ as ["wi], and a fortiori high-mid /ue/ as ["we] cannot simply be retrojected to medieval Castilian. The medieval shape of the 1s preterit of 'to be' is however explicitly affirmed to be fui in the realization ["fuj], with only very minor alternants /"fu, /"fue/, /"fwe/, by all sources consulted (Menéndez Pidal 1962 : § 120.5, Lloyd 1987 : 119, 356, Penny 2002 . CORDE also yields fui, fuy as standard Castilian forms in all of the 13th century. The medieval phonotactic solution to the high-high sequence of vowels can be argued to have been /vowel-glide/ rather than the modern /glide-vowel/, E.g., fu as an alternant of fue and fui requires [(")fu.e]; muy alternating with much(V) points to ["muj]. In addition, the consonantalization of the proto-Romance preconsonantal high back glide /w/ as [b] or [B] clearly indicates the prevalence of the first segment as vocalic for Medieval Castilian: e.g., debda < dēbita , cibdad < cīuitāte (Lloyd 1987: 205) . The crucial model /"fuj/ is thus firmly available for the analogical effect attributed to it here.
special person/number/tense morpheme /j/ in the four verbs and imposes on any alternative account the obligation to model this chronological structure in an appropriate way.
Data for Castilian from three historical Spanish corpora
The are three readily available corpora for research on the diachrony of Spanish dialects. Two of them are very extensive, CORDE, or Corpus diacrónico del español, maintained by the Real Academia Española de la Lengua, 20 and the Corpus del español. 21 The latter contains varied texts of about 100 million words from the 13th to the 20th century with partial morphosyntactic tagging for linguistically relevant search options. A third smaller data base, ADMYTE plus HSMS texts (CD-ROM only; used here in an adapted format), includes representative texts with about 14 million words from the 13th to the early 16th century. In spite of the absence of any tagging (also a defect of CORDE), this third data base crucially improves on the control of text quality, distinguishing between date of composition and copy, and provides free arrangement into meaningful chronological chunks. The current morphological problem is best approached by combining searches from the three data bases given the differential search capabilities associated with each database. 22 A first pass at the data contained in the three corpora yields divergent results. After sorting out homophones and homographs as well as assembling alternate spelling options, CORDE projects a solid presence of the new forms soy (N=159) and doy (N=54) in the 13th century, with a few attestations of estoy (N=3) and no voy. 23 A/H, with its strict control over the date of a text's copy, on the other hand, documents a much later development. Taking as valid for the 13th century only forms attested in a 13th century text preserved in a 20. http://www.rae.es; about 240 million words between the 12th and the early 20th century 21. http://www.corpusdelespanol.org, see Davies 2003 22. CORDE provides good access for single invariant forms or expressions using some Boolean operators. The Corpus del Español is distinguished by broad numerical survey panels and its morphosyntactic search options, even though both of these functions contain some properties apt to lead the investigator down a garden path. The A/H files are equipped with the TACT search engine provided on the CDs. In my own adaptation of the corpus, the "grep" (General Regular Expression Parser) function (e.g., in BBEdit® for Mac) efficiently scans variable forms and strings and offers good exporting options. By combining the sometimes divergent results produced by the three corpora (in spite of their containing roughly the same historical record of texts), it is possible to circumvent automated queries with massive homophonies that cannot efficiently be disentangled by a manual check (e.g., the over 17,000 forms so in the 13th an 14th century from CORDE distributed over the functions 1s pres ind, of s(e)er 'to be', 3 poss adj 'his/her/their', and loc prep 'under'). 23. With its comparable, but somewhat smaller data range, Corpus del Español parallels CORDE. copy itself dating back to the 13th century, 24 there remains a single confirmed example of soy fully belonging to the 13th century (13a) plus one copied in the 14th century (13b) Example (14) occurs in the same paragraph, nine lines down from the preceding soy (13b). This earliest instance of estoy postdates the first attestation of soy by about a century of realistic textual chronology. In A/H the next confirmed example of estoy will only appear in Nebrija's Gramática (printed 1492, 24 . Text composition vs. copy has been checked using the on-line tool PhiloBiblon at http:// sunsite.berkeley.edu/Philobiblon/BETA/1007.html (Faulhaber 1999) . In general, there are not many 13th century texts, and only a few with trustworthy contemporaneous mss.; many mss. date from the later 14th and then frequently from the 15th century or later. The 14th century is again rather meager in texts, but it already has comparatively more extant contemporaneous manuscripts. In the 15th century we can count on the presence of good and varied textual representation both with regard to composition and copy, including early prints. The ease with which a 13th century text may have been adapted in minor ways to the copyist's standards of a later century can be seen very clearly in the question under investigation, e.g., in the 14th century ms version of the Gran conquista de ultra mar (composed c. 1295) and its longer print version of 1503; see below, this section. composed shortly before), where it is listed as a regular alternate form to estó (see again the quote in (7) above). The broader situation can be gleaned from Table 1 where the texts containing a relevant new form are listed singly. The token count refers to attested novel soy forms compared to the standard older type so in the same text. Where no soy appears, the texts have been lumped together. The chronological staggering of the texts represents the date of the extant copy (horizontal axis), while preserving information on the period of composition (vertical axis).
While the presence of soy in the 13th century is precarious, in the 14th century the new form is still rare (only 12 examples in 3 texts compared to 251 so in the same texts), and a majority of texts do not contain the new form at all. Yet in the 15th and 16th century only one copy of a 13th century composition still has no soy; other such versions of 13th century texts, however, may still have a majority of original so. The texts composed in the 14th century but copied in the 15th, all contain at least some attestation of soy. For texts written (and copied) in the 15th to 16th century, soy is inevitably present; the norm is a majority of soy compared to so, and many texts in fact exhibit only the new form.
The sharp effect of the copy date on a composition can be appreciated from two versions of a late 13th century text, the Gran conquista de ultra mar (translated from a French original around 1295). A shorter ms. version of the (mid?) 14th century has 10 so, no soy, whereas the longer printed version of 1503 has 22 new soy and 33 old so (44 % new forms). At the same time, the 1503 version still shows only 2 estoy and not a single new form of voy and doy.
In general, the new forms for the three companion verbs are late and rare until the end of the 15th century. By this time, they must have had currency as accepted variants given their increased textual presence and Nebrija's testimony (see (7) above). Table 2 provides an overview of the distribution of the new forms, where the only outlier is the single attestation of estoy in a mid 14th century copy of a 13th century text (see again (14) above).
In the 16th century, the old forms disappear very rapidly, becoming relics within the undisputed domain of the new forms. By the rough estimate of the data in Figure 1 and the confirmation in Gago-Jover (1997: 83) , the change from older do, vo, estó to newer doy, voy, estoy must have taken place within one to two generations, compared to the two hundred or more years which it took for soy to become established as the undisputed majority form.
The meaning of these scattered data points can be made clearer in graphic form, plotting the number of forms against their chronological appearance. In Figure 2 , the occurrences of the new forms are differentiated according to century of composition and century of copy of a text as in Tables 1, 2 . The lead role of soy is evident: many more new forms appear earlier than for any of the other three verbs. 25 The apparent evolution of 13th century texts as a function of their copy date is an exact replica of what happens in the language between the 13th and the 15th centuries. 26 When copying for contemporary use, marginal adjustments of a manuscript can produce a more legible text; this procedure routinely involves minor adaptations with regard to a simple morphophonological variant such as soy for so.
There is nothing in the nature of early texts only preserved in later copies that could justify assuming that they should already have contained an equal number of new forms soy, etc. in (now lost) older copies. The two versions of the Gran conquista de ultra mar (composed c. 1295) are emblematic, since a mid 14th century manuscript contains 0 % soy and a (longer) 1503 print shows 44 % soy. The much more important 13th century count of soy and especially doy in CORDE and CdE cannot be taken at face value, since they do not distinguish between date of composition and copy. Adjusting these richer attestations for copy date and thus accepting as genuine 13th century attestations only the instances stemming from 13th century copies (see Tables 1 and 2) , entirely confirms the Spartan results reported here from the A/H data base (except for the cache of data discussed in Section 6 below).
At least as far as the Castilian tradition is concerned, primary importance must be given to the copy date, everything else being equal. Rearranging the data of Figure 2 by copy date only, the streamlined picture of Figure 3 appears: soy leads the evolution; the other verbs follow only in response to a growing presence of soy and its ensuing pressure on its next analogical neighbors do, 25. For graphic considerations, the occurrences of soy in the 15th century have been limited to 100; the real number from the A/H records is 634; the visual effect of the precedence of soy would be more accentuated. 26. The low number of soy in the 14th century texts (composition) depends on the fewer 14th century texts available and their frequent pertinence to the 15th century due to the copy date. The same type of concavity in the line between the 13th and the 15th centuries also obtains in the other two corpora. If one analyzes the data in terms of the density of forms per standard textual length, the variance of the 14th century generally disappears. vo, and estó. These underwent the change as one group in the mid to late 15th century, probably with some lag in textual regularity, but clearly accepted as equivalent (stylistically perhaps even more felicitous) options to older do, vo, estó in Nebrija's grammar of 1492 (see again (7) above). The hapax legomenon of estoy in the mid 14th century in the immediate context of the second firm example of soy (in the same paragraph of the ms.) suggests that the analogical path toward broader extension was always open, but did not really become effective until late in the 15th century. The two-stage analogical process established so far consists of (i) a triggering event so > > soy due to /"fuj/ starting in the 13th century as a punctual analogy, and (ii) a local analogical extension of do, vo, estó > > doy, voy, estoy due to the firmed up soy acting as a group model at the latest by the middle of the 15th century.
The hypothesis of a triggering effect by local analogy from the preterit /"fuj/ to the single 1s pres ind form so of s(e)er 'to be' answers two questions: it accounts for the material origin of a 1s ending /j/, and at the same time, it predicts the chronology of its diffusion to the other verbs of the group.
Leonese and Northwestern Iberoromance conditions
A set of materials for the 13th century made available in CORDE after the year 2000 presents a challenge to this interpretation. The notary documents from ecclesiastical archives in Salamanca and León, as well as the archives of the Tables 1 and 2 and Figures 2 and 3 in the preceding section. 28 These forms are all found in documents stemming from the Northwestern (NW) area of the Meseta, belonging to the kingdom of León. The conditions of this scripta in the 13th century are demonstrably different from Castilian when the same textual genre of notary documents is compared (see Menéndez Pidal 1919) . Where the (accessible and/or known) Castilian documents do not provide a single new form of soy or doy, the NW collections as published in CORDE present the richer picture of Table 3 .
The main difference from the Castilian-Aragonese conditions described so far is the considerable presence of doy in the 13th century (between 2 % and 71 % of all functions of 1s pres ind 'to give' in the various documentary collections) and an even stronger appearance of soy (29 % to 100 % of all 1s pres ind 27. The royal ordinances of Alfonso X (1253-1282) all stem from later copies, none before the 15th century and thus cannot provide an early date for more widely diffused forms soy and doy. 28. It has not been possible to obtain further information about these documents other than what is given in their CORDE listing. PhiloBiblon has not been updated since 1999, thus not extending to these recent electronic editions. The materials are taken here as genuine (i.e. they are genuine texts of the 13th century confirmed also by copy date) and thus in apparent contradiction with the hypothesis proposed above for the Castilian and Aragonese area. The inclusion of a second local documentary tradition from the kingdom of León -León was originally independent, yet long before the 13th century attached in personal union to Castile -complicates the picture of how the four verbs so, do, vo, estó acquired the pseudo-ending /j/. On the one hand, there are now two separate strains of analogical evolution, a Castilian pathway from soy (13th century) to estoy (14th century) and then doy and voy (15th century), and a Leonese one from soy (early 13th century) to doy (mid-13th century), without visible continuation to the other verbs vo(y) and esto(y). On the other hand, the critical chronological precedence for soy finds itself reinforced. The Castilian argument establishing the primacy of soy based on analogy from /"fuj/ carries over to the Leonese data. The polygenesis of this change may receive a unitary explanation within the context of comparable data situations: a punctual, local analogy between two forms of a specific verb (s(e)er 'to be'), identical in 29. There are only sporadic occurrences of estó, none of vo in these texts concentrated in the last third of the 13th century.
reference (1s), similar in shape (/fu-/ and /so-/), and commensurate in function (pres ind and pret). The developments diverge however with regard to (a) the start of this innovation's manifestation (early 13th century in Leonese vs. midto-late 13th century in Castilian), (b) its velocity of diffusion (fast in Leonese, considering, e.g., the 100 % soy and 71 % doy in the Salamanca documents, vs. slow in Castilian), and (c) its reach in inflectional morphology (apparently limited in Leonese to soy and doy vs. covering the entire subregularity of the four verbs concerned in Castilian). Based on a generalized concept of analogy (see Wanner 2005b and 2006: Ch. 5), these secondary divergences in distribution after the triggering episode are directly predicted. The undetermined direction of successive analogical effects derives from the open, unlimited potential for analogical episodes embedded in the social practice of a linguistic community. Analogy happens wherever a linguistic individual "perceives" a basis for similarity (no intrinsic threshold of rapprochement given). The establishment of such nonce-analogies in the linguistic practice of a community then requires social uptake through the convergence of many such initial analogical adjustments, and/or the intersubjective propagation of such an effect in the speech community. Two separate communities may thus experience different evolutions from a shared point of departure, as happened in the medieval Leonese and Castilian dialects.
The Castilian development corresponds to the steps in (15): an intra-lexemic adjustment based on form, reference, and function (15a) leads to a tentative semantic extension to the other verb expressing existence and exhibiting the appropriate morphophonological constitution (15b). The limits of this emerging subregularity is reached as a function of its morphophonological form under referential and functional identity (15c). The spread in linguistic practice is gradual and slow for (15a), non-observed for (15b), and rapid for (15c) and its progressive consolidation (15d), leading to completion (15e) due to the weight of the new forms soy since the late 15th century. In Leonese, an identical initial step (16a) occurs earlier and spreads rapidly in practice, affecting a second verb through formal identity and pragmatic affinity (16b), but does not give textual evidence for any further expansion. 31 The proximity of soy and doy in the same documents dealing with establishing the identity of individual donors, sellers, recipients, etc. of property transactions (so(y)), as well as the standard act of giving (do(y)), provides the basis for a shape-based analogy propagated by a pragmatic association in a specifically conducive context. Both phases in the analogical chain, (16a) and (16b), find rapid diffusion in the documented practice of the scripta used by the Leonese notaries, yielding varying degrees of generalization: for Trianos and Carrizo as in (16b), for Salamanca (16d), and for León a mixed pattern (16c) combining (16b) with (16d). Since the evidence for this confined linguistic practice is so narrow, it is not clear whether the Leonese analogical development (16) is not just a strictly local phenomenon within this medium of notary practice. The sudden appearance of potentially analogical forms proy (proe) for pro(d) 'benefit, advantage' seems to point in this direction. 32 31. This may be due to a simple lack of relevant documentation, since the Leonese scripta revealing this extension pattern does not survive beyond the beginning of the 14th century according to the materials that are accessible in the databases and which are known to exist (see the dates on the documentary collections in CORDE). The dominance of the Castilian components in the Leonese-Castilian royal chancery led to the unification of writing practices beginning with the concerted efforts of Alfonso X (1253-1282), expressly intended to establish a "castellano drecho" ('straightforward Castilian') as the standard of writing for texts emanating from his broad sponsorship of historical and scientific works copied in the royal scriptorium. It is quite revealing to see the extent to which the NW documents from the 13th century contain NW features (xamaos, dobrados, vollos, hei, vostras, poderia, para aprovechardes, etc.) and to compare them to the texts contained in CORDE from the Colección diplomatica de León (or also the documents from Carrión in Pérez Celada 1987), spanning the years 1301 to 1400 with largely Castilian aspects throughout. 32. The analogical basis of the development is reflected in the appearance of a form proy for pro 'benefit' in four documents dated 1271 to 1294 from the Salamanca collection, i.e., from the cache of documents exhibiting the advanced stage of 100 % soy and 71 % doy (see again Table  3 ). The expression is a Latinism from Late Latin prōde > pro (also prod, prot), very frequent in the medieval legal language (close to 4000 attestations in CORDE before 1300). In five more documents (1271-1322) from the NW meseta, one encounters a form proe with final /-e/ that could have yielded the /-j/ of proy. Both proe and proy are narrowly confined to the NW region in the late 13th century in all of the Medieval Spanish attestations. The suspicion of an analogical influence at least co-determining the form proy, if not actually inducing both proy and proe (a scribal backformation of the diphthong) becomes strong. Regardless of the tenability of this supposition, the coincidence between the two phenomena of soy, doy and proe, proy is intriguing.
( 
Against agglutination of y 'there'
This analysis contrasts with what is considered one of the received solutions (v) presented above (Section 2), involving the agglutination of the locative pseudoclitic y 'there' (see Lloyd 1987 : 357, Penny 2002 . Such an agglutination is the actual source of ModSp. hay 'there is, there are' (received opinion, e.g., Lloyd 1987 : 357, Penny 2002 . /"aj/ is already firmly entrenched as a univerbation in Castilian, Aragonese, and Leonese documents (about 700 in the purist A/H corpus, 1100 in the less selective CORDE collection), accompanied by 8-15 % of separately written instances ((h)a (h)y, etc.). This agglutination of y coincides with the period of major strength of this adverbial/pronominal item representing a kind of clitic element with preferential enclisis to the verb (Wanner 2000) . 33 String constellation between verb and particle, syntactic properties of the enclitic adverb, semantic charge of the combination, and appropriate chronology with the independently established vitality of y coincide to make this early agglutination of /(")i/ to /(")a/ a good solution. The hypothesis is secondarily strengthened in its specificity by the fact that there never was any extension of this agglutination beyond the one configuration /(")a+i/, i.e., beyond the specific context of the monosyllabic portmanteau /"a/ representing a morphophonological excentricity (like the four verb forms studied here). By comparison, the string configuration so/do/vo/estó+y is virtually absent from 33. It gradually disappeared from the language during the 15th century, leaving a hole in the range of clitic functions; it was replaced as a lexical item by weak ahí /aj/ 'there (-abouts)' and strong ahí /a"i/ and allí /a"yi/ 'there'; see García (1989) , Gutiérrrez-Rexach and SilvaVillar (1997) .
all three data bases for the entire period (see Footnote 14). This makes it difficult to postulate the incorporation of y as the source of a process extending over 300 years, starting in the 13th century, timidly in Castilian, massively in the Leonese scripta, and finally operating with much strength in the second half of the 15th century in Castilian for vo, do, estó. The proposal of agglutinating y to the four special verbs so, do, vo, and estó to yield the new forms soy, doy, voy, and estoy must be abandoned. It cannot account for the change as observed in its chronology (soy predating the other forms) and in its documentary texture (agglutination in the mid to late 15th century when y is no longer productive). The degree of regularity of (h)ay (in any of its forms) does not correlate with the question of so > > soy, etc., since the strong presence of (h)ay in Castilian in the 13th century combines with the virtual absence of soy, etc., while the NW area documents show strong soy and doy, but essentially lack the amalgamated or even juxtaposed forms (h)ay, (h)a (h)y.
Reconsidering contact assimilation with postverbal yo
Another strongly advocated solution for so > > soy, etc. is the catalytic intervention of a postposed subject pronoun yo spreading the palatal semiconsonant leftward: solution (vi) in Section 2 above (Rini 1995 -96, Gago-Jover 1997 ; see typical contexts in (17). (Plácida, 16/16, l.695) Labeling of the string type /V+su-pr/ as insignificant (sect. 2 above) requires justification, especially since Gago-Jover (1997: 82, 84) affirms that the incidence of V yo was high for so(y), and also significant for do(y)+yo from the 13th century on. Table 4 presents the incidence of all yo so(y) vs. so(y) yo juxtapositions in their chronological distribution, roughly coinciding with the data in Gago-Jover (1997: 83) . 34 It shows its strongest deployment in the 34. The corresponding data for do (y), vo(y) , and esto(y) contain too much uncertainty due to their low numbers in A/H. Taken together as a group, they indicate a range of about 45 % 13th century, presumably in some accordance with the fluctuating medieval V2 options of Castilian (Fontana 1993: Ch. 3) . A rate of about one third for the string type /V+yo/ could indicate the relevance of this factor in establishing the new forms with /j/ through the phonetic propagation of the palatality of yo /"jo/ 'I' leftward. According to this phonetic claim schematized in (9) above, the essential condition for the palatal spread is its immediate pre-stress occurrence, as it would occur, e.g., in ¡so(y) YO! /so"j.jo/ 'It's me!'. 35 This factor would increase the chances for the new form to be consolidated beyond the specific context and ultimately be made the standard. The equally conjectural, but again plausible limitation of this configuration to so(y) yo could then reinforce the chronological difference between soy vs. doy, estoy, voy and thereby confirm soy in the lead role for the double reason of its privative analogical base /"fuj/ and the special-context reinforcement from a formulaic exclamation (¡so yo!) potentially close to the new soy. While this scenario sounds plausible for a spontaneous spoken register, the special string (¡so(y) yo!) is absent from the textual documentation, even in the many notary documents contained in CORDE where such a phrase could be expected to occur. The long period of latency for this presumably strong vector may cast some doubt on its effectiveness. At the same time, the auxiliary hypothesis of pretonic palatal spread to the left (9) remains conjectural for anything earlier than the phonetically observed modern language. The strings numerically represented in Table 4 all have the postverbal yo in dynamically, hence presumably prosodically, weak position. The group /so yo/ is either followed by an informationally more prominent, i.e., focused predicate expression (17a) or preceded by a preposed focused predicate phrase (17b). Compared to the base of all 1s pres ind forms, with or without a co-occurring subject pronoun, one obtains a rate around 1-3% of /V+yo/ for the periods of 1400-1449, 1450-1499, 1500-1549 as documented in CORDE, i.e., a minor force if it is to be reckoned with at all. 36 If the string so+yo may have been effective to some degree in the 13th century for reinforcing the new form soy, and postposition over the base of all juxtapositions {V, yo} for the 13th century, and about 25 % for the 15th century; the 14th century only reaches 15 % of /V > yo/. CdE and CORDE again yield compatible results. 35. I owe this observation to a referee for Probus who points out that the difference in media, oral vs. written, may mask a significant shift in the strength of factors contributing to the development of /j/. 36. The data for /so+yo/, /do+yo/ as a percentage of all so, do have not been established due to the massive homophony of these old verb forms and their high incidence in CORDE (in the thousands) for the two periods in the 15th century (with an applicable guesstimate of 3 % and 1 % of 1s pres ind functions for the two periods). If anything, the old forms are preferred to the new ones in combination with a postposed subject pronoun. Since the evolution of soy is not at stake at this late stage and do(y) yields closely comparable figures (see Figure 3 again), the effort required for sorting out these raw concordances does not seem to be warranted. only for this one out of the set of four verbs, the same condition does not carry over to the 15th century for do, vo, and estó. The postulation of a determining influence from a highly specific expression of a limited spontaneous register comes at the net cost of a double retrojection (of leftward palatal spread and of an emphatic pattern of affirmation) over lack of any direct evidence for their earlier validity. The challenge of accounting for the specific chronology and the earlier appearance of soy does not seem to be aided significantly by this consideration. Both the agglutinating and the phonotactic solutions are not inherently impossible, but at this point they are hypotheses with either an unconvincing amount of documentary support to count as more than a possible contributing factor concerning /V+yo/ (this section), or virtually support /V+y/ (Section 7.1). In the context of the special chronological sequence of events for both the Castilian and the Leonese scriptae, the two proposals encounter difficulties in accounting for the different date of inception regarding soy compared to subsequent extension to estoy, doy, and voy.
A result
The description of this peculiar change in verbal morphology yields a complex result. An initial punctual analogy between two parallel forms across two tense paradigms (from 1s pret to 1s pres ind) for a given irregular, even exceptional verb (s(e)er 'to be') produces a higher degree of unique marking (with /j/) in the face of the morphophonological specialness of the affected form (monosyllabic and thus with an exceptional portmanteau vowel for stem+ending). Once established as a (perhaps still minor) morpholexical alternative, the new form /soj/ then draws into its sphere of influence another of the four parallel verb forms (do, vo, estó) , before eventually reaching all members of this mini-class and thereby providing them too with a higher degree of unique marking (as doy, voy, estoy) . This second analogy operates on the basis of the morphophonological commensurability of the three remaining forms with the first one (monosyllabic 1s pres ind with an exceptionally stressed stem+ending vowel). It is possible to discern at least two separate trains of analogical extension. On the one hand, the Leonese scripta shows rapid progress to near-categorical status for soy, closely followed by the pragmatically motivated analogy from soy to doy, all in the 13th century before the demise of this written variety of Spanish. The evolution in the scriptae of Castile and Aragón occupies the 13th to 15th centuries. The development passes first through semantic extension to estoy (if this is not just a nonce formation), reaching doy, voy, and the core of estoy only in the second half of the 15th century. This final change takes place rapidly, reaching near-categorical completion within 40 to 50 years of the late 15th century and its result is still valid for Modern Spanish.
Analogy as a basic force of diachrony
Morphological options
The reconstruction of this series of changes requires stepping back to consider some theoretical implications of these data within morphology and its diachrony and to make clear the assumptions underlying this analysis. Morphological changes are frequently unexpected and are thereby subject to nonglobal, local accounting, i.e., analogy in a traditional sense, correcting over-or under-generation by unrestrained rules. The trajectories traversed by the four Spanish one-syllable verb forms in (1) between the 13th and the 16th centuries give strong evidence for the need to postulate non-global, local processes of morphology.
A standard formal approach to inflectional morphology provides a dual system of rules for broad generalizations and of lexical statements (a kind of analogy) for any deviations from these rules, differentiating thereby the cognitive mechanisms accounting, e.g., for regular and irregular verbs in English (Pinker and Prince 1994) . Connectionism relies on a single non-rule vision of dense, but weighted connections among data points as an equivalent to memory storage. It can account for the same regular/irregular conjugation data and derives its importance from significant success in computational modeling of the naturalistic acquisition of such forms (Rumelhart and McClelland 1986) . A rather different single-level theory, Analogical Modeling, puts analogy center stage (Skousen 1989 , Skousen et al. 2002 , accounting for linguistic form, especially morphology, with a strictly local, procedural determination that foregoes rules as well as connectionist grids. The development of the /j/ morph for soy, doy, voy, and estoy does not respond to a rule-based account, instead requiring singular statements. In addition, the analysis must make reference to specific items, something that a connectionist model cannot achieve directly (Chandler 2002) . Analogical Modeling here has the capability of producing the same results more directly than a dual system of rules plus lexical statements. Its close modeling of observed changes and its integration in language acquisition make Analogical Modeling a productive choice.
Analogical change
A general theory of analogy may be challenging, since the proposition seems to imply a contradiction in terms: a general theory of clean-up devices. 37 But some essential operational dimensions of analogical change find a more precise explanation in Analogical Modeling constituted as an exemplar-driven process for synchronic validation of forms (Skousen 1989 , Skousen et al. 2002 . In a still broader perspective, analogy is the crucial instrument of language acquisition permitting the fundamental cognitive task of categorization by increasing generalization (Chandler 2002 , Culicover 1999 , Culicover and Nowak 2003 . 38 Analogy can even be attributed a role as the diachronic mechanism of change par excellence (Anttila 2003) . In this latter approach, analogy is a process of assimilation triggered by any degree of similarity between two or more forms perceived in one or more dimensions of linguistic constitution (e.g., morphosyntactic categories, phonological class or chain, etc.). Any aspect can be in the focus of an analogical effect based on a speaker's practice. Analogy is unpredictable as to its actuation, and it is unlimited in its reach. However, its generalizing force is weak, since it depends on assimilation between two contiguous terms, not a global goal as implied in formal descriptions. The two terms involved in an analogical constellation may however involve varying but always low levels of abstraction, e.g., item-to-item, as in /"fuj/ > > /"soj/, but also item-to-class as in /"soj/ > > /"doj, "boj, es"toj/ representing a narrow description /[ V /"C 0 o (j)/] = 1s pres ind/. The given description only has an effect for items and constellations lying within its immediate contiguity. This explains the irrelevance of the similar form /"aj/ in establishing the /j/ ending for the four special verbs, as the difference between the Leonese and Castilian conditions also suggests. Secondarily, any one of the analogy's constituent dimensions (e.g. person, tense, mood, vowel quality, etc.) could become the basis of some further analogy, but without any predictability (e.g., in the radical extension in modern Navarro-Aragonese with generalized 1s /-j/; see Reta Janáriz 1994).
37. Analogy is still viewed as theoretically questionable in spite of the efforts of, e.g., Kuryłow-icz (1949) , Mańczak (1958) , Anttila (1974) , McCarthy and Prince (1999), Lahiri (2000) , and other proposals in varying frameworks, from neogrammarian to structural and optimality theoretic. For Spanish, see also Rini (1999) . 38. The strength of association in contiguity of form, function, and social contact, argued for in Concrete Minimalism as the foundation of a dynamical grammar (Culicover 1999, Culicover and Nowak 2003) , offers a broader frame for understanding language in its cognitive and social operation, including its diachrony. The overall approach to diachronic phenomena relying on the driving force of analogy is developed in Wanner (2006) .
The typical constellations triggering events of analogy can be characterized as in (18), following Skousen (1995) . 39 (18) a. The greater the similarity, the more likely an analogical effect.
b. An analogical model is chosen as a function of the density of occurrence of its tokens and commensurate superset variants (the homogeneity condition of Skousen 2002). c. An analogical choice is influenced by the degree of regularity of a type in the grammar of a language (roughly circumscribing the analogical set on which the weight of an analogical choice is built). d. The choice may still fall on a random model (an unpredictable "mutation") not immediately encompassed by the predictions of (b) and (c).
The analogy between the two forms 1s 'to be' crossed from the preterit to the present indicative (separated by one step on a Tense/Aspect/Mood scale) and was supported by the phonological constitution of / V C -[V, +round] -(j)/, thus yielding a high degree of similarity. The likelihood that an analogical episode would affect such forms was increased by the relative exceptionality of /so/ as a monosyllabic verb form and the pervasive specialness of the morphology of Medieval Spanish s(e)er. Both of these conditions isolate /so/ which does not receive standard paradigmatic support for its original form in the singular (cf. eres, es for 2s, 3s pres ind vs. somos, sodes, son for 1-3p vs. se-for all of pres subj). The high degree of special marking and suppletion in the lexical record of 'to be' contrasts with the more natural oneness of regular verb paradigms (even, e.g., das, da, damos, dades, dan 2s, 3s, 1-3p and expected depres subj for do). On the other hand, the advantage of this analogy is significant, because it provides a nearly unique mark for 1s pres ind for a verb form where stem and ending flow together in a portmanteau morph associated with another function (finally stressed /o/). The fact that 1s pres ind is otherwise flagged by an unstressed ending /o/ contrasting with other persons did not reinforce a form /só/, where the stressed monosyllabicity seems to overshadow the segmental identity. 40 While the model /j/ for 1s is not prevalent in the language (quite the contrary), the positive aspect resides in the exhaustiveness of the change affected by the two steps of analogy, first extending to soy as a majority solution in both Leonese and Castilian, and then also for the class comprising 39. These categories are loose restatements of the consequences of the formal computations underlying Analogical Modeling (Skousen 1989 , and especially 2002 , also Wanner 2005b and 2006 for more discussion). 40. Generally, stressed /-ó/ is sharply and uniquely characteristic of 3s pret in Spanish verb morphology since Medieval Castilian; see also Fn. 9 and the arguments in Pensado (1988) .
doy, voy, and estoy in Castilian. The high degree of frequency for /so/, later /soj/, regardless of any other consideration, produces an accessible model for the further analogical step toward the morphophonological mini-class of four verbs. The rapid but externally truncated development in Leonese only affected doy. More extensive and chronologically later data would be required to assess the fuller meaning of this incomplete analogical trajectory. 41 Strength of incidence may be an important factor in that high-frequency items will more easily retain strong exceptionality (Mańczak 1983) , while these same items can in turn more easily influence other similar terms. This seems to be borne out by the lead presence of soy (a singularity) determining the later development of estoy, doy, and voy (a generalization of kinds). Following the views of Analogical Modeling, (18b) can also be understood as an inertial feedback mechanism reinforcing the status quo for high-frequency forms, not only projecting outward to new targets. The analogical chain of events reconstructed here should be seen in the light of these considerations on analogy in general.
An analogy not effected
Within this framework of a basic analogical force determining morphology and its evolution, the specific change of so, do, vo, estó to soy, doy, voy, estoy has been reconstructed as a sequence of separate, but connected analogical steps, i.e., as developments resting on local conditions and singular constellations. Two concerns remain to be cleared up, one dealing with the non-occurrence of an expected analogy for a homophonous form (this section), and the other one assessing the effect of homophonous forms more broadly (Section 9).
The inherently non-global nature of analogy can also be appreciated through the fact that the founding analogy from /"fuj/ to so > > soy did not extend right away to the second verb connected to /"fuj/, i.e., 1s pres ind vo/voy of ir 'to go'. Its suppletive form fui 1s pret is (and was since the first documents of Medieval Spanish) identical to the preterit of s(e)er 'to be'. 42 If voy did not appear early on alongside soy, the relationship between the two 1s tense pairs apparently was not identical for fui -so 'to be' and fui -vo 'to go'. The suppletion of 41. Modern Leonese presents /soj, sow/, but also some /son/, /doj, dow/, /tow/ = estou, /vow/. The Castilian vs. Galician forms (soy vs. sow) show an intricate geographical distribution beyond their basic distribution in E vs. W regions. The critical 1s preterit forms now are /fo, foj, fuj/ in the W, /fuj, fwe/ in the E (Zamora Vicente 1967: 189-196) . These forms, whether of the Eastern, i.e., more Castilian, or the Western, i.e., more Galician, variety may all be direct continuations of the medieval conditions even though only the Castilianizing version with /"oj/ is attested for this period. 42. This applies to the entire preterit paradigm and the tense forms connected to the preterit stem, i.e., fues(s)e, fuera, etc. for past subjunctives I and II, and fuere, etc. for (the now obsolete) future subjunctive.
'to go' involves three different stems (/v-/, /i-/, and /fu-/) in Romance, but did not yet exist in Classical Latin (all /ī-/, /e-/). After a post-classical intrusion of certain present tense forms of Lat. /uād-/ in less formal registers, the original "iī 1s pret 'to go' was replaced on a pragmatic level with "fu.ī, or rather /"fuj/ only in Late Latin, and then grammaticalized in this function in parts of Iberoromance (applying to the entire perfective stem domain). This resulted in a composite lexical entry ir for 'to go'. On the other hand, in the medieval language, there seems to have existed a single verb s(e)'er 'to be' (from se"dēre 'to sit') containing an alternate stem for the perfective functions (/fu-/, /fw-/) and semi-suppletive but heavily irregular present stem forms (/s-/, /so-/, /es-∼ er-/: so, eres, es, somos, sodes, son for 1-3 sg and pl, and /se-/ for 1-3 sg, pl of pres subj). The /f-/ and the /-s-/ stems correspond to the Latin forms of esse 'to be' in a deeply-rooted historical suppletion. Different degrees or types of suppletion may affect the internal cohesion of a lexeme. The kind found with se(e)r for the effective analogical pairing so(y) -fuy takes place on a morphological level: divergent stem morphemes within a coherent lexeme 'to be', extending to /so-/, /er-/, /es/, /se-/, /si-/, /fu-/. The concept of 'to go' corresponds to a double-tiered suppletion at the morphological and lexical levels. The morphological series comprises the items /v(a)-/ pres ind, /vay-/ pres subj, /i-/ pres ind, inf, fut/cond, ppl, grouped under the effective lemma IR for the imperfective functions, while the perfective tense manifestations of IR 'to go' refer to the lexical item SER 'to be' in a lexical suppletion involving another independently existing lexical item. 43 This perspective differentiates between a constructive analogical effect of fui on so vs. the absence of any influence on vo. /fuj/ belongs to the core stem allomorphs of SER, while IR is just "replacing" a missing set of stem morphemes with materials drawn from a different lexeme. The relationship between so and fui as forms of SER is bidirectional, while the one between vo and fui referred to IR is unidirectional, flowing only from IR to SER in the restricted context of the perfective tenses. The much closer morpholexical bond between /fuj/ and /so/ contrasts with the more remote connection between two lemmas affecting /fuj/ of SER and /vo/ of IR. This translates into the imbalance regarding the early date and context of appearance for soy -the founding event of the entire development -as opposed to the late emergence of voy as a final step toward completion of the subregularity.
Furthermore, it may also have been significant that the internal morphological relationship between the Spanish present indicative forms of s(e)ér compared to those of ir is different. The ir paradigm is more coherent with a dual stem and a (near-)regular inflectional pattern : v-o, va-s, va-Ø, i-mos (only later va-mos) , i-des (only later va-des), va-n, while for s(e)er the morphological constitution is highly irregular (so-Ø, ere-s, es, so-mos, so-des, so-n) . The isolated character of the s(e)er forms, especially for so in the singular, not flanked by *sa-(s/n) or *se-(s/n), 44 may render them more subject to local changes because they are less secure in the paradigm. Gauging the effect of analogy does not depend on a single pair of forms, but needs to be calculated based on a surrounding data set that embeds the form undergoing analogy in the linguistic context, i.e., the cohort of forms sharing with the target one or more features of relevance for perceiving an effective similarity. 45 The somewhat exceptional form /vo/ (stressed monosyllabic 1s pres ind) is more strongly supported by its paradigmatic neighbors in the data set than /so/, and therefore /fuj/ has a better chance to influence the more isolated /so/ than the more strongly embedded /vo/. As a consequence, the analogical extension /j/ affects /so/, but not /vo/ in the first phase. The absolute text frequency of 1s pres ind 'to be' implies its possible operation as an analogical model all by itself, opening up avenues for further adjustments following its own model: affecting do > > doy in Leonese (contextual association through praxis) and estó > > estoy in Castilian (contextual association through meaning). A final round of analogy may sweep across the remaining class of /"C 0 o/ 1s pres ind forms, supported by an analogical set now including the two changed forms (soy, estoy); this extension is effectively separated from the original preterit model /fuj/ for so > > soy and has taken on an impetus of its own.
The conceptualization of analogical pressure in the framework of Analogical Modeling purposefully maintains a basic ambivalence as to the choice of an analogical model. On the one hand, the weight of commensurate forms (frequency, density, coherence) is a factor directly proportional to the likelihood 44. Cf. the more coherent paradigmatic bond (i.e., inertial reinforcement by analogy) of (he), (h)as, (h)a, (h)an, and also do, das, da, dan, estó, estás, está , están before the competing analogy from soy managed to remove one or the other of the verbs in question from this intra-tense regularity toward an intra-person similarity. The equally exceptional 1s pres ind forms in monosyllabic stressed /e/, (h)e and se < /"abjo/ 'to have', /"sapjo/ 'to know', are not attracted into the set of the four /o/-verbs. The analogical forces acting here are differently structured because of the phonetic content /e/. It relates to the differential form /"sej/ imperative 2s of se(e)r (or also sey 1s pres ind of saber in Leonese documents exclusive of Castilian attestations), as well as /ej/ for 1s pres ind of (h)auer 'to have' characterizing the Leonese and (weakly) also Navarro-Aragonese areas; see CORDE s.v. vs. A/H. 45. This is the supracontext of AM, where a form /abcX/ (X the feature subject to analogy) is codetermined not only by all other forms of shape /abcX/, but also by those showing /ab -X/, /a -cX/, /a --X/, / -b -X/, / --cX/, and possibly even / ---X/ (where "-" designates a feature not considered). The forms influencing the target /abcX/ are united by having a single value for the variable X, responding thus to a requirement of homogeneity for the set and subsets; see Skousen (2002) .
of their inducing an analogical event. Thus, an individual form for 1s pres ind 'to be' represents a likely model by its frequency of occurrence, so that the new soy may gain the upper hand over the other forms in the set of four. On the other hand, this same weight should have impeded the original analogy changing /"so/ to /"soj/ based on a numerically inferior model /"fuī/ or /"fuj/, and the isolated pattern soy should not have been able to dislodge the more coherent and better embedded old forms do, vo, and estó. Beyond the rational strategy of choosing an analogical model by plurality of stimuli, Analogical Modeling also recognizes the option of a random choice, expressing the open and unpredictable character of the analogical event, similar to a punctual genetic mutation; see again (18d). Through the dense, but aleatory structure of associations between forms on the linguistic surface and the unpredictability of contact between interacting individuals in a speech community, the uneven competition between a (very) minor form (e.g., soy) and its major alternant (here, so) may undergo a reversal of fortune and tip in favor of the originally minor option (Culicover and Nowak 2003: Ch. 6 for a computational modeling of such changes of fortune). One of the supporting factors may be a clear local marking effect provided by the minor solution. The added marker /-j/, remains out of the ordinary for the function 1s, but it provides body and identity to the short original forms. In this perspective, it is possible that the clearly marginal analogy of /"so/ based on /"fuj/ could eventually prevail and itself become a model, at least for a small coherent subclass. The contradictory trends of analogy as (a) pressure through relative weight (innovation or retention in a status quo) and (b) attraction through uniqueness (marking) are directly reflected in sometimes surprising developments, especially as seen in inflectional morphology (Wanner 2005b) .
The role of homophonous forms
The possibility of homophonous clashes between unrelated functions has frequently been cited as one important factor favoring therapeutic adjustments, possibly guided by analogy. The four forms under investigation show different degrees of homophony. For so there are two highly visible medieval homophones in the form of the preposition so = ModSp. bajo, debajo de 'under' (strongly present in all medieval and Renaissance texts), as well as the standard form of the weak third person possessive so = de él, ella, ellos, ellas 'his, her, their', alternating with the later dominant form su (mainly from the 15th century on). On the other hand, soy does not have any additional functions at any time. The homophonous load of do is equally heavy with the associated meaning of a locative adverb, adverbial interrogative, and adverbial relative pronoun 'where' (later donde). The new form doy encounters some homophonous competition from the temporal adverb (día) de hoy ∼ doy 'today('s date)', especially current in the 13th century. In contrast, vo does not have important competition from the rare alternant vo for vos (unstressed object pronoun 2p), and much less the newer voy /"voj/. The item boy or voy, i.e., /"boj/ in the meaning of 'ox' only has significance as a NW version of /búe/, /bwéj/ 'ox' (see CORDE s.v.). Finally, neither /estó/ nor /estój/ have contenders. The very frequent homograph esto = /ésto/ 'this; proximal deictic (neuter)' is not relevant for the oral medium, since the phonological difference in the stress place is decisive regardless of the absence of its graphic marking in the medieval language. This situation yields the schematic picture in (19), where "+" indicates the existence of a homophonous item in the medieval language, and "−" its absence. The right-hand column correlates these items with the presence of their respective new forms as discussed above. If the homophonous pressure for so could be seen as important in isolation, its significance is weakened by the fact that an equally challenged do followed suit early on only in Leonese, but not in Castilian. Its new form was contested only to a limited degree (mainly in the 13th century), but for the original /do/ the homophonic clash was serious down to the 15th century, while it could not have touched an innovative /doj/ in a major way. The rather early extension of Cast. estó to estoy in spite of no homophonic interference may be more closely tied to its functional and semantic contiguity with ser. It appears from these data that homophonic pressure cannot be more than a minor co-determining factor in this development. Therapeutic and/or prophylactic trends in diachrony are not really sustainable, as the careful reanalysis of case after case of such purported teleological adjustments makes clear. 46 The driving force is much more the unguided progressive vector of a possible analogical adjustment of local forms, regardless of what the eventual impact on the connected set of forms will be. Its linguistic motivation comes to the analogical change from the native speaker's equivalent of the analogical data set. Since this set is the 46. In addition, the very normal events of eliminating an earlier distinction (phonological mergers and morphosyntactic syncretism of all kinds) do not provoke any reaction to restore or maintain a given surface contrast.
result of a case-specific constitution for each form under analogical scrutiny, the eventual generalizing thrust of a given change is locally determined, variable, and absolved from any teleological suspicion.
Conclusion
Analogy can provide a systematic answer to the frequent observation of variability and incomplete change. Analogy is an unsystematic generalizing force, not primarily oriented toward formal closure. Formal systems take for granted the need for a formally steered teleological generalization intrinsically contained in the global applicability of rules, conditions, and/or relations. The sequence of events observed here in a partially diverging diatopic double series does not represent an inevitable chain of developments. Indeed, nothing might have happened (no analogy /"fuj/ > > /"soj/, as in Catalan), or something slightly different could have ensued, as it did in the contrasting analogical extensions of Leonese vs. Castilian. On the basis of the given data constellation, the analogical extension could have reached polysyllabic verb forms in /-ó/, affecting 3s pret /-ó/ > > /-ój/, e.g., /saltó/ > > /saltój/ 3s pret 'to jump'), or the spread of /j/ could have been extended to all 1s pres ind regardless of stress, e.g., /sálto/ > > /sáltoj/ 1s pres ind 'to jump'. This seems to be exactly what happened in at least one Iberian language, modern Navarro-Aragonese as reported in Reta Janáriz (1994) . In this Pyrenean dialect area, a new ending /j/ for 1s, abstracted from the soy, doy, voy, estoy set investigated here, reached all conjugation classes and tenses, with varying degrees of morphological and lexical penetration. 47 The concrete events illustrate very well the mechanisms of analogical influence and secondary spread relying on formal and functional contiguity in addition to an idiosyncratically determined degree of similarity. Such processes of local assimilation can lead to unsystematic adjustments yielding continued or new "irregularities" for formal processes. Ultimately, they may also reach what looks on the surface like formally definable closure, as in the case of the four monosyllabic 1s pres ind verbs forms ending in stressed /o/. Trying to unravel the challenging origin and diffusion of the /-j/ pseudomorpheme in Spanish leads to the reevaluation of analogy as a serious (if not sole) force of diachronic evolution. It also demonstrates the need for recogniz-47. The maximal extension of a highly marginal marker to a categorical morpheme of 1s can also be observed in Surselvan (Rhaeto-Romance of the Anterior Rhine valley in Switzerland). A phonologically conditioned 1s pres ind pattern /-@l/ for stems in /Cl#/ became the generalized ending for all tenses and verbs in some local dialects: /@w"af@l/ of aflá 'to find' > > /@w "lav@l/ 1s pres ind of lavá 'to wash' and /@w la'vav@l/ 1s impf ind, etc. (see Wanner 2005b) . The two analogical chains in Navarro-Aragonese and Surselvan defy all odds by expanding counter to the numerical weight of a prevalent pattern.
ing multiple causation of a given change and for taking into consideration parallel polygenesis. The logic of analogical change implies the possibility that the same analogy could take place in different situations at different times. The Romance parallelisms in solving the apparent challenges of sum are not claimed to be the result of a single focal shift in a proto-Romance period spreading as such to the languages concerned (see again (10) to (12) above). Rather they may have come into being independently in the different languages, following essentially the same analogical forces, in each case inflected for specific local conditions (e.g., Port. vou probably playing the principal role for a diphthongal development, Fr. /pyj/ reinforcing /syj/, Leonese /ej/ and /sej/ accelerating the recognition of a /j/ ending for /soj/). If the analogy from /"fuj/ to /"soj/ is basic and crucial for understanding the overall development, there is also room for accepting a possible influence of some of the alternative solutions (see again Section 2, items (i) to (vii)). Not all proposals can be considered as contributing to the observed result; there is little basis for the purely phonetic paragogical solution (i) or the direct agglutination of the locative pronoun y (proposal (v), or indirectly extending the secondary suffix of ha-y to the four verbs (vii)): the available data exclude them, in spite of their potential for being relevant. On the other hand, the existence of /"ej/ cannot be discounted as a factor in the formation of the Leonese and Galego-Portuguese chain of events (proposal (ii)). The influence of Leonese on Castilian (proposal (iv)) needs to be viewed as at least possible for an accidental boost for the string /"soj/ in Castilian in the context of the notary and chancery traditions connecting the Leonese linguistic area to the Castilian one. The original effect of such dialect borrowing on the spontaneous language of the 13th and 14th centuries is not directly supported, but the scribal practices may have had an influence on the data we see in the preserved and accessible documents. 48 The phonological impact of palatality from the subject pronoun yo with ensuing phonological shift of the syllable boundary due to phonetic gemination of the intervocalic pre-stress /j/ (proposal (vi)) may have reinforced the initial analogy based on /"fuj/ in the context of a presumably frequent expression ¡so yo! with focused yo, unexpected with the other verbs and not further documented. This convergence of various solutions is a natural consequence of the inherent vagueness of diachronic developments depending on analogy for their dynamic charge. Multiple causation, strongly advocated in Malkiel (1969) , should be expected as the norm for historical change. Different competing outcomes based on the same initial data in separate speech communities also reflect the nature and operation of analogy. This is the fun-48. The first attestations of Castilian soy and estoy (see (13), (14) above) may have been undetected accidents in the output of the otherwise very careful royal scriptorium of Alfonso X; see also the considerations in Sánchez-Prieto Borja (2002: 73-77 ) on how accurately these codices might reflect authorial intent.
damental effect of most change: producing divergent results on the basis of a previously undifferentiated condition. Analogy combines in its operation the effect of bundled energy when responding to the weight of prevalent forms and convergent vectors as opposed to reacting in a random way through a spontaneous mutation. Finally, the role of a careful reconstruction of the material constitution, communicative function, and linguistic content of the extant data needs to be acknowledged, bowing to the necessity of best philological practice. By extension, the solutions proposed, including the argumentation presented here for the relevance of the analogy on 'fuĪ (solution (iii)) is only as good as the available data. The addition of previously inaccessible new data (e.g. from unexplored Castilian archives) might change the balance significantly and potentially falsify the proposed solution in a material way. The fact that such falsification is possible even gives some credence to a solution that relies on major vagueness (possible analogical effects) and aleatory outcomes (unpredictable social uptake of individual innovations). The hope for this weaker than formalistic approach is that it captures the conditions governing the linguistic practice of speakers better than more "elegant", more "linguistic" solutions.
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